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HATS TO HAVE FEWER CHRONICLE TO BE
ALL MEN OFFERED
SOPHOMORE HOP TO NEGRO QUARTET
BUT BETTER GAMES
ENTERTAINS CORPS
CHANGE AT TIGER
PUBLISHED JAN, 20
BEJANUARY 31
Forty Cubs under "Smokey" College Journal to Get Away
Harper Offer Good ProlsTo Late Start
pect
After a late start the Chronicle
Prospects look mighty good, ot staff has been organized and is
present, for Clemson's Rat Basket- well on its way toward publishing
ball Team. Under the able direc- the first issue, which will appear
tion of Coach "Smoky" Harper, on January 20.
The delay was
about forty Tiger Cubs have been due to the reorganization of the
practicing daily in the new Field status of the magazine which was
House. "Smoky" plans, by the pro- formerly under the supervision of
cess of elimination to pick from the various literary societies of the
this bunch of Rats a quintet that college.
Last year's staff submitwall defeat any Freshman team in ted a request that the custody of
the state.
And judging by +he The Chronicle be placed, in the
number of excellent players he will hands of the English Department.
have to pick from, the choosing of This was done and the following
first string men is not going to be men were placed on the staff:
an easy job.
H. R. Sherard, R. J. MeCarley,
A new scheme is being tried out J. M. Lawton, J. O. Warren, A. W.
this year by the Rat team. Work- Meetze, J. W. Newman, E. P. Earle,
ing on the principle that too many C. E. Crutchfield, L. D. Sweariugames cause the team to have little gen, S. D. Watson, and J. P. 1*11time for learning the fundamentals tlejohn.
These men were picked
of the game, "Smoky" plans to cut not only for their ability in Engdown the number of games on his lish, but for originality of thought
■chedule.
Heretofore, the Frosh and willingness to work for the
quintets have had practically the furtherance of literary work at
same number of games on their Clemson.
schedules as the Clemson varsity
squads.

SCHUTZ GONCERT CO.
GIVES PROGRAM HERE
Chicago Company Sings Be. fore Appreciative Audience
of Cadets and Campus Folk

On last Saturday night the Schutz
Concert Company of Chicago rendered a very entertaining program to
an appreciative audience consisting
of the people of the campus and
members of the Cadet Corps.
The entire program was of an
unusually high order, and the voices
of the quartet harmonized remarkably well. The encores also, with
which the company was very generous, were of a lighter nature, but
were well received.
Mr. G. Mangus Schutz, who is a
member of the choir of St. James
M. E. Church of Chicago, rendered
several beautifut selections; and Mr.
Irwin Dillon, who has sung at Clemson before, sang exceptionally well
despite the fact that he was suffering from laryngitis.
The entertainment was one of
the best that has been given at
Clemson for sometime, and the
company will be welcomed on a return date.
Following is the program as it
was rendered:
Salutation to the Dawn—Mr. Schutz
Wake of the Sun—The Quartet,
January—Mr. Schutz, February—
The Quartet, Love I have Won You
—Mr. Dillon, Cargoes—Mr. Dillon,
Swing Song—Miss Fontaine and Mr.
Schutz, Oh, Moment that I Bless—
Miss Fantaine and Mr. Schutz, The
Earthly Hopes—Miss Brandt, Take
Joy Home—Miss Brandt, As Torrents in Summer—The Quartet,
Drink to Me Only with Thine Eyes—

OR, SKALNIK TALKS
TO CLEMSON TEXTILES

First Hop after Exams to Be Quartet from Voorhees Indus- AH Men Desiring to Get On
Given by Sophomore DancTiger Staff to be Given Optrial Institute Sings Spiriting Club
portunity
uals to Corps
As the night of January 31 approaches, the lovers of "Jazz"' turn
their attention once more to another of Clemson's d|ances.
This
one is sponsored 'by the Sophomore
Dancing Club, and although it is
their first, every effort is being expended to make it. the best of the
year.
"Pert" Hodges and his nine musicmaking Jungaleers wil furnish the
inspiration for the occasion.
The dance will be given in the
new gymasium and the edges of the
floor will be artisticaly elcorated
with shrubbery. These decorations
are limited by the Athletic Department but the few that are used will
be so arranged as to produce the
best effect. The stands along the
sides will not be moved and they
are expected to help prevent, IO a
small extent ,the echoing of the music.
At this time of the year the examinations at most of the colleges
will be completed, and a large number of beuatiful maidens from this
section are expected to attend the
dance.
Before the dance there will be a
basketball game between Clm»ou
and Vanderbilt and the girls get a
chance to see the Tiger Basketeers
in action.
The Sophomore dance has always
been one of the best of the year,
and the committees are striving to
hiave no disappointments this time.

Dr. G. M. Skalnik, technical adviser of the Aktivin Corporation of
New York addressed the senior
i>is« in textiles i>t Clemson College
en January .nt:i upon the subjec of Aktivin in the Textile Industry. Aktivin is a comparatively
new chlorine compound which is
videiy used in Europe and America
J:I insny textile or »cesses, such as
:; the preparation of starch pastes
for sizing and finishing, desizing,
bleaching cotton and r»y»n, boiling
off cotton, chlorinization of wool,
oxidation of vat color?, clearing the
whites of printed, cotton goods, etc. Game Goes into Two Extra
Periods; But Ends 48-42
It is now being adapted by many i
of the most progressive American
for Clemson
'ext'le miini'.facturen for m»ny
special purposes.
In a contest requiring two extea
periods, the Clemson College basketbailers defeated Vanderbilt's quintet
4 8 to 42 at Nashville Tuesday night.
The game ended 39-3 9 and was
tied again at 40-all. In the final
play-off, goals by Gibson and Clark
and Crain swamped Vanderbilt.
Mr. W. P. Bell, a representative
It was the first conference game
of the Buckeye Coccoi Oil Company
the Commodores have played.
a
lifted Celm-i.-'i t\\ . past week for
Vanderbilt (42)
Clemson (48)
the purpose of interviewing seniors
F
Thomas, 4
in the mechanical and electrical de- Coffee, 8
Chalfont,
4
F
Jones, 6
partments.
Each year Buckeye
Marsh,
5
C
Crain,
13
takes some Clemson meo, and some
G
Clark, 9
of these men have risen to responsi- Cram, 16
G
Woodruff, 6
ble positions in the Company. This Franglin, 1

TIGERS VICTORIOUS
OVERVANDERBILT

BUCKEYE MAN INTERVIEWS ENGINEER

year Buckeye inter vi ewe J. a large
portion of the eng'neerln,; .-students,
and. will undoubtedly offer some of
the students posit'3ns.

The Quartet, One Fine Day—Miss
Fontaine, If You Have a Sweetheart
—Miss Fontaine, The Lily and the
Moon—The Quartet, I Heard You
Go By—The Quartet, The Horn—
Mr. Schutz, Happy in the Summer's
Day—The Quartet. The accompanist was Miss Bernadine Klein.

The corps was entertained in
chapel last Tuesday by a quartet
from Vorrhees Industrial Institute
at Bamberg, S. C. The dusky singers held the attention of everyone
for the wihole hour, and everyone
begged for more. A better matched quartet has never ibeen heard
at Clemson. The negro is a born
singer, as the teacher with the
quartet explained, but he sings as
he feels, without caring for words.
The young fellows must have been
feeling exceptionally well, ;for the
tuneful spirituals filled the old chapel with harmony.
Vorrhees Industrial Institute is
a school for negro boys and girls,
and is located at Bamberg. The
purpose of the institute is to give
the negro a chance to better his
condition, and in order to accomplish this the school teaches things
from the primary grades to trades.
The idea of the school is to teach
the negro to do what he does well.
The quartet has sung before many
famous people. Just now the Institute is tryig to raise $200,000,
the quartet is touring the country
to help demonstrate what Voorhees
doing. Many cadets were heard
to remark that the quartet could
easily raise it if they went on the
stage, and the rest contented themselves with a "plenty good".

OEWEY CARTER SPEAKS
TO TEXTILESTUDENTS

It has been the custom in the
past to select the Junior members
of the staff from those who have
done excellent work in the English
department, upon the recommendation of the professors in this department.
This method has not
always proven satisfactory, either
beacuse these men were unfitted
for newspaper work or were not
interested.
There
are
perhaps
many men who would like to get
on the staff and could do the work
very satisfactorily, but do not get
the chance because they feel that
they are not wanted.
The Tiger is very anxioua to secure anyone who is interested in
this work and is willing to work
hard on the job. Strangely enough
these men are hard to find, in spite
of the fact that there must be at
least a dozen men who could and
would like to make the Tiger Staff.
Therefore the Tiger is offering,
an opportunity to those who would
like to try for a place on the staff.
Submit an application to the editor in room 239, in writing before January 22 giving your name,
class, experience, and place desired.
No previous newspaper experience
is necessary, however.
These applications will be treated as strictly confidential, and if after investigation the applicant is found to
be capable he will be given a
place on the staff.
Industry and dependability are
more necessary as qualities for this
job than the ability to write good
English.
Of course the applicant
must be capable of writing well,
but he can be taught some of the
fundamentals of newspaper writing in a short time if he is willing
to work hard.
If you are interested do not
fail to send in your application.
Members of the Sophomore class
are particularly invited to submit
applications.
They will have the
advantage of a longer term in office and more possibilities than anyone else.
Freshmen are not particularly urged to apply unless they
have had some experience and are
piarticularly anxious to set on the
staff.

Mr. A. Dewey Carter and Mr.
Thomas, of the Victor Ring Traveler Company, receni.o visited I he
Textile Department of Clemson Coll".c;e.
Mr. Carte- addressed the
t'_.\tile students >j the subject of
travelers. He gave a very interesting talk in connection with the
history of the development of traviors, and the processes his company
uses in the manu acture of travelers. He illustrated his talk by the
use of an exhibit which showed the
dilT-r-nt stages t ru-'h which thetrav'-iori pass in :v-ir manufacture
Mr Carter is * f)r,ner Clmson
Ettvr'ent.
In add", ion to his talk
on travelers he gave the ctudonts
some very good practical suggestions in connection with the work
which they will take, up after completing their textile course at ClemDr. Mullin to Tell Lander
con.
Chemistry Club about ChemNOTICE!
istry in the Textile and Rayon Industry
The Tiger will not be published next week, January
Dr. Chas. E. Mullin of the tex22, as the final examinations for the first semester will
tile chemistry division of the Clemoccupy the full attentions of the staff. This has been the
son College Textile School will adcustom in the years past and we think it a good one.
dress the Chemistry Club of Lander College upon Chemistry in
The next issue of the Tiger will be published on Janthe
Textile and Rayon industries
uary 29, at which time the new staff will in all probaon Monday, January 13, 1930.
bility be announced.
A number of examples of foreign
The Tiger is anxious to obtain copies of the Septemand unusual texu.e materials and
nyns will ba c-'i ouol in conber 25 and October 9 issues of 1929. If you have either
nection with the address.
of these please send them to us.

m, MULLIN TO
ADDRESS UNDER CWB
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Lightweight- — Gassawiay, Clemson, knocked out York in third
round.
Welterweight -Forfeited to Gant,
Clemson.
Middleweight—Cannon, Clemson,
defeated Crenshaw, three rounds.
Light heavyweight—Long, ClemHE ROARS FOR CLEMSON"
son, scored a technical knockout
Founded by the Class of 1907 and published weekly, during the college over McCurry in third round.
session, by the Corps of Cadets of Clemson College.
Heavyweight— Seigle, Clemson,
knocked out Shope in the first.
Entered as Second Class matter at the Post Office at Clemson College,
South Carolina.
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LINE-UP
Clemson (39)
Thomas 16
Jones 13
Crain 7
Woodruff
Ciarke

of

Hills

Win 39-31

Flashing a dazzling offense in
the last period, led by Captain
Jones and Thomias, the Clemson
Quint defeated the Auburn Plainsmen at Auburn Friday night, 39
to 31.
The contest was nip and tuck
during the first half. Auburn led
most of the period, once increasing
its margin to seven points.
The
half ended with the score tied at
2 0 to 20. Josh Cody's lads leaped
away to an early start in the next
STAFF REPORTERS
stamza, however, and held this 'adJ. H. STEPHENS, H. A. RIPPLEMEYER, C. P. HOGARTH, Jr.
vantage for the reminder of the
T. S. HEYWARD, J. P. LITTLE JOHN, H. C. WOODSON
game.
J. A. COOK, J. S. DAVIS, B. F. MARTIN, E. E. EPTING
Josh Cody's pair of aces, Jones
&
and Thomas, rang up a total of
BUSINESS STAFF
If:
28 points between them. Thomas
X. R. RAMSEUR _
Business Manager
was the individual high scorer with
F. H. CRYMES
—
Associate Business Manager
16 points to his credit. In addition
to the spectacular work of Thomas
CIRCULATION STAFF
T. R. WANNAMAKER
Circulation Manager
and Jones, the Carolinians' play
W. F. HUGHES
_
Assistant Circulation Manager
was featured also by the brilliant
R. H. McGEE
_
_
Associate Circulation Manager
guarding of Foggy Woodruff.
T. H. FAGG
—
Associate Circulation Manager
Jordan and Pate were high scorers for the Plainsmen, each acm
mssmmmm^mm^mmsmmm^m^EimmmmmmsMmmmmm^mmsmmmmmmsmmmmimm counting for ten points.
Captain
James turned in his usual outstanding work at guard for Auburn.
It is interesting to note that
there was only one substitution
For the past decade, educators, and others who are interest- during the entire game—when
ed in educational problems have delved into the question of Lumpkin went in for Jordan of
the failure of American schools to reach the heights of effi- Auburn. Clemson did not make a
ciency that are attained by the schools of England, France, single substitution during the game.

Woodward, Allen, '10, is with the
Solvay Sales Corporation at Boston, Mass.
Fred L. Bryant, '96, died last
week in Greenville from a self-inflicted gunshot wound.
E. T. Bunch, 20, is with the
Johns-Mansville
Company,
with
headquarters in Greenville.
T. W. Thornhill, '14, was a visitor
on the campus last week.
C. F. Gee, '15, is a lieutenant in
the U. S. Army, and is stationed at
Fort Benning, Ga.
E. H. Emanuel '23, is a lieutenant with the U S. Army B'orces
in China.
R. W. Webb. '18, is with the Bureau of Agricultural Economics in
Washington.

He: What'll you have, baby?
Her: A plate of soup, steak, a
bale of lettuce, potatoes, pie, and
roast chicken.
He: Bring the girl a tongue sandwich and a glass of water.

CLEMSON BOXERS
SUBMERfiEJ. G. AGS

gia Agricultural College Saturday
night, winning every bout. Gassaway and Seigle kayoed their opponents and Long scored a technical knockout over McCurry.
Tigers Take Every Bout
Bantamweight—Rogers, Clemson
defeated Bryant, three rounds.
Featherweight—Comer, Clemson,
Clemso made a clean sweep of
the boxing meet over North Geor- defeated Quillian, three roumds.
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Those of our so-called student
body who fancy themselves in the
roles of Lotharious, handsome ne'er-do-wells and old-fashioned heroes of romance, will do well to
study the helps and hints contained in Mr. John Held, Jr.'s series
of Old Gold advertisements now appearing in this paper.
The inimitable Held object lessons in successful courtship are
among the funniest things we have
ever seeh in print. That they appear as sales persuaders for Old
Golds subtracts nothing whatever
from their humor.
We make on bones about the fact
that any advertisement in our columns gives ms something of a
thrill.
Business is business even
to a. college newspaper—but when
an advertiser gives us his money
and a hearty laugh to boot, we
feel like we are playing the game
"on the velvet".
Dong may John .Held continue
to portray his melodramatic villains and touch-m*-not maidens of
long ago. And may his heroes and
heroines never find a cough in a
carload!

Hl!)M3[S3SEl!SgMKKH^

I J. 0. Jones Co.

EDITORIAL

Germany, and other nations of Europe. Americans in general have, not entirely vainly, sought an answer to the question
of Europe's possession of more really great men than this
country, which we ourselves boatingly call the foremost nation
of the world. The result of the investigation of these problems have indeed been numerous and beneficial. Our educational systems have made great progress. But—America ha3
not yet succeeded in education her people to the same degree
as European nations. Even now American students who desire a thorough education complete their studies in foreign
universities. The leading thinkers, statesmen, etc. of today
are Europeans. Why is it that our country continues to fall
short in this line of advancement. Certainly our intellectual
ability is not inferior to that of the peoples from which we
sprung.
In the opinion of this writer, one of the chief causes for this
shortcoming exists among the students of America; and perhaps finds its existance because it is instilled into each generation by the preceding one. This cause is the prevalence of
educational objectives that are almost entirely mercenary. In
other words, the prevailing tendency of American students is,
when planning their education to think only of preparing
themselves to earn the most possible money. They give no
thought to preparing themselves to become worthy members
of society. The value of each subject of their course is measured by the number of dollars that it will enable the student
to earn when his period of instruction is completed. In many
cases the mercenary motives control the selection of the life
work. Naturally this often results in the student persuing a
line of study for which he is totally unfit.
The students at Clemson, perhaps more than at most instituitions since Clemson prepares for a specific line of work, are
prone to make the same error that is so prevalent over our
country. We take no interest in those subjects that improve
our thinking and in general make us more cultured unless we
are able^ to be certain of a money return. Clemson's curriculum offers a very broad and balanced list of studies. Let us
decide that we will pay due attention to the cultural subjects
during the semester that is about to begin.

STUDENTS ATTENTION,
LISTENJO J. HELD

Auburn(31)
Pate 10
Jordan 10
Stewart 1
Lawson 1
James John Held Jr., Weilds a Wicked Pen for Old Gold Cigarettes

WITH THE ALUMNI

CLEMSON BASKETEERS
DEFEAT AUBURN
Tigers

Pos.
F
F
C
G
G

GREENVILLE, S. C.
CHARLOTTE, N. C.
COMPLETE OUTFITTERS TO COLLEGE MEN
CLOTHING, HATS, SHOES, FURNISHING
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College Supplies, Fountain Pens
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CAMPUS NOTES

said that one should choose that
life that would help the cause of
humanity most. At the close of the
Dr. R. C. Granbery, President 01 meeting
delightful
refreshments
Limestone College, talked at Ves- were served by Mrs. Sikes.
pers Sunday evening, Jan. 12.
The service opened with a few
selections from the Y. M. C. A.
PLANS FOR VITAPHONE
Orchestra.
Following this Miss
Mr. C. W. Rider, Technical InLouise Phifer rendered a vocal
specter of the Electrical Research
solo accompanied by Miss Margaret
Proudcts
Inc..representing
The
Boyd, both of Limestone.
"Love
Western Electric Co., was at the
Lifted Me" was sung, after which
"Y" this past week to inspect the
Rev. G. H. Hodges led in prayer.
auditorium as to its suitability for
Miss Phifer then favored the aua vitaphone.
He reported in the
dience with another selection. Dr.
affirmative, and took the necessary
E. W. Sikes introduced the speaker
measurements for the installation
of the evning, Dr. R. C. Granbery,
of the machine.
He also stated
whose
topic
was,
"Conflicting
that it could be installed by Feb.
Duties". He said that not only was
10 ready for use.
Practically all
man faced with the decision ot
the companies have reported favorright and wrong but also right and
able concerning the vote for the
right.
He brought out the fact
vitaphone.
Let's talk it up, and
that when man ceased to have
we'll have talkies.
problems and responsibilities, he
ceased to grow. He concluded by
EVENING WATCH
saying that man could only decide
At the opening of a New Year
between right and right by lifting
heart to Jesus Christ and ask His when many of us were making res.
guidance. Rev. Goode rendered the olutions, how many resolved to attend Evening Watch regularly?
prayer of dismissal.
Let us take inventory of our time —
How much have we wasted, how
COMMITTEE BEGINS WORK
much utilized in work, how much
ON "Y" PORTION OF TAPS used in social activity, and how much
A committee, composed of D. C. given to God?
Turrentine, S. B. Earle, G. F.
Let us consider for a moment
Kirchner, E. C. Byrd, and C. V. how much God has given to us and
Rentz, was appointed recently to how little time we spend in offering
prepare the material for "Y" space praise and thanksgiving for His lovin this year's annual.
ing kindness and mercy. Evening
Twelve pages are to be given to Watch meetings are for the purpose
the "Y" this year.
of worshiping God in small groups
The committee held a meeting on the various company halls, iso
Friday Jan. 10, and began to make iet us for our own benefit, join in
plans for placing material in the one of the groups and put our whole
annual.
heart and soul into the few miuntes
of worship.
SWIMMING POOL
IS
The meetings are held in the
NOW BEING REPAIRED following rooms: Co. A—117, B—
The swimming pool at the "Y' 246, C—325,
D—338,
E—237,
is now being repaired, but it is ex- F—348, G—415, H—513, I—613,
pected to be completed in about K—713, L—817, M—913, Band
two weeks, so get your muscles in and D&BC—148.
tune for a winter of swimming.
The leaders of any of the above
will be glad for you to join his
DR. BREARLEY SPEAKS
group. May we, through the help
TO SPOHOMORE COUNCIL
of God, unite in making 1930 a
success.
Dr. H. C. Brearley, professor of
economics and sociology, spoke at
the meeting of the Sophomore Council, which was held in the club room
of the YMCA Monday evening.
J. K. Durst opened the meeting
with a prayer, followed by a well- PALMETTO LITERARY SOCIETY
prepared devotional led by C. P.
The Palmetto Literary Society
Hogarth.
held its first meeting of the new
The topic of Dr. Brearley's talk year Thursday night, Jan. 9, in the
was, "How Character Comes". He society hall with Prof. M. E. Bradstated that character began growing ley as the speaker.
at a very early age and consists of
The society was called to order
habits and motives, good or bad. He by the acting president, after which
brought out that our general atti- F. W. Cannon led in prayer. The
tude is inherited from our parents, secretary then read the minutes
while our conception of right and of the last meeting and called (he
wrong comes from associations. The roll. Following this was a debate
speaker said that a person does not with the query, "Resolved: that
aquire character in a day nor does talkies should be installed at Clemha lose it in a day.
son." Those upholding the affirmThe meeting was closed by a chain ative were P. M. Booth and C. P.
Hogarth, while G. A. Black and
of sentence prayers.
W. W. Fridy upheld the negative
The judges decided in favor of the
FRESHMAN COUNCIL MEETS
AT HOME OF PRESIDENT negative.
Prof. M. E. Bradley
The Freshman Council held its rendered a very interesting and inweekly meeting Wednesday even- spiring talk on, "Public Speaking".
ing, Jan. 8, at the home of Dr. He brought out the fact of how
participating in a literary society
and Mrs. E. W. Sikes.
The meeting opened with a short could help one in public speaking.
devotional led by W. H. Trammel. He also said that a person speaks
Following this, Dr. Sikes rendered twenty times to his writing once,
an interesting and instructive talk and that this fact alone makes it
on chosing your vocation.
He very essential for one to learn how
brought out the fact that one to speak with ease. The literary
should consider the future, inter- critic then gave his report, after
ests, and open field of ;t. He also which the society was adjourned.
1>R. R. C. GRANBERRY
TALKS AT VESPERS

The Woman's Club held its regulai monthly meeting on Monday afternoon in the YMCA Club Room.
The dramatic club, under the direction of Professor John Lane, furnished entertainment for the afternoon.
Mrs. D. H. Henry entertained the
Wednesday morning Bridge Club,
adding an extra table in honor of
Mrs. George Dean.
Mrs. Dean was complimented on
Monday morning when Mrs. Henry
entertained a number of guests at
bridge.
Everett Hunter entertained the
dancing club on Friday evening.
MTS. George Dean and little son,
George, Jr., of High Point are visiting Mrs. D. H. Henry.
Mrs. A. B. Bryan entertained the
Wednesday irorning Bridge Club
this week. The guest of honor was
Mrs. George Dean.
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TO KEEP YOUR CAR OUT OF TROUBLE
USE TEXACO GAS AND OILS

TIGER SERVICE STATION
BUT IF IT GETS INTO TROUBLE SEE THE

Pipes save no
midnight oil
IF PIPES made the man, anybody
at all could rise in the world just
by smoking a few pounds of Edgeworth. But pipes do not make the man.
Men make the pipe—most men do.
Somewhat depends on the individual,
more on the pipe, and the tobacco is
most important of all. Things must
be congenial.
Edgeworth is a congenial tobacco;
cool, slow-burning, fully flavored.
Edgeworth has poise, kindly good
nature, real tobacco personality —
Edgeworth welcomes new friends.
Many a good man has been pledged
to pipes by Edgeworth alone.
Like to meet Edgeworth? Just ask
with the coupon—and the postman
will bring your first few pipefuls of
the genuine, three years seasoned if
it's a day. Our treat, if you please.
Others have found Edgeworth and
quit their discontent.
So may it be with you!

GLOBS AND SOCIETIES

COLLEGE GARAGE
W. K. MOORE, Prop.
(magi aaaMHiisiasHra
HMSHiaiHHBHlBHISSIlHH^

EXIDE BATTERIES and BATTERY CHARGERS

SMITH SERVICE STATION
GAS -:- OILS -:- WASHING -:- REPAIRING
Day Phons 34-W

iHMisisasiHi«ggggra^

EDGEWORTH
Edgeworth is a careful blend
of good tobaccos — selected
especially for pipe-smoking. Its
quality and flavor never
change. Buy it anywhere
— "Ready Rubbed" or
"Plug Slice"—15(i pocket
package to pound humidor tin.
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To get from your clothes the BEST of wear—
Just give to them the BEST of care—
"i

s!
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(Witness my seal)

I
I
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(and my postomce and state)
Now let the Edgeworth come!

And so, when you wish to LOOK your BEST

-;

Larus & Bro. Co., Richmond, Va.
I'll try your Edgeworth. And I'll try
it in a good pipe.
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Call Bleckley's Cleaners, they'll do the rest.

BLECKLEY DRY CLEANERS

m

(and my seat of learning)

Night Phons 18-J
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MELTING POT
GNASHING OF TEETH

A3
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"Are you lucky in cards?
Very. I always win.
How about love?
Lucky again. I always lose.

She—Oh Charles, come let us tell
Dad.
She—My! How hard, your heart
is beating. It sounds like'a drum.
He—Yes, that's the call to arms.

In a letter to the Technician of
N. C. State, Editor Charlie Shuford
of the Windsor News, tells the coeds of the school that they have
ruined the College. "You still drive
men out of the places where they
belong, some to fame and others to
madness.
Men gnash their teeth
when you cross your legs in class,
and use your sex to make an A.
Men gnash their teeth when you
copy from books and ride your way
into the highest honor society.
No boy who cares to investigate
women will ever be puzzled by a
painted cheek, a short skirt hag
who calls herself a co-ed," said
the editor. "Co-eds you have won
but State will lose," he said in
conclusion.
With no co-eds on our campus
here at Clemson, and with so many
of us not rating week-end leaves,
we are willing to stake a set of
good teeth that most of the Corps
would be willing to knash a tooth
or two occasionally to get a sight
of a painted cheek, not to mention
the knees.

em or played out.
Some feature editor for a syndicate must have been out of type so
he chose the "Mechanized Collegian" to fill his space. Since then

the college editors have harped upon
the topic with great zeal.
Our
plea is to put the soft pedal on
such nonsense if we want the cause
of education to advance.
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Say These Real Fast
I saw six slender slim slick sapMost women are satisfied with a
lings for sale.
Strict, strong Stephen Stringer fifty-fifty break. Both parts of it,
that is.
snared slickly six silky snakes.
Sheila saw a shot silk sash shop
Tom—Was it a big wedding?
full of shot silk sashes when the
K
Tim—Yes. I got in line twice to
sun shone on the shop.
kiss the bride, and nobody noticed,
It was dark when she stopped at. it.
the raodside fililng station. ,
"I want a quart of red oil," she
I still don't believe the story about
s^aid.
the absent-minded professor who
"Are you sure you want red oil?", hung up his stockings and then discovered, he had forgotten to take
the service man asked.
"Certainly," she replied, "my tail them off.
light has gone out.
WHAT EVERY STUDENT
She—My brother has a lot of talOUGHT TO KNOW !;:i
How old is your son, Jay?
ent, but he can't seem to find himHe's reached the age when he self.
"The chief purpose of an educathinks the most important thing in
He—Why doesn't he call himself tion is to train the mind and the
and see if he is home?
life is to pass the car ahead.
will to do the work you have to
do in the world, wihen it ought to
What are you doing to my daughJack—I play the ponies.
be done, whether you like to do it
etr, young man?
Helen—Well, lay off the calves.
or not."—Huxley.
I'm hugging her, sir.
How to do rapid reading. Learn
What do you mean by taking such
Cliff—I was out with a new girl to do skip reading. Read phrases
last night.
liberties?
and sentences, not words. In readOh, ahem. I'm a reporter.
Jack—What's she like?
ing sentences pay attention to the
What's that got to do with it?
Cliff—Everything: beefsteak, po- beginning and end.
In reading
Well, you see, I have a press pass. tatoes, lobster salad, pie, and ice paragraphs pay attention to the first
cream.
and last sentences in order to get
Some kiss hot,
the topic and summary. In reading
Some kiss cold,
Why all the bandages on Jones' chapters read the first and last
head?
Some don't kiss
paragraphs.
Until they're told.
Rotten bridge.
Have a study schedule—let nothBreak through?
ing interfere with it.
Some kiss fast,
No, trumped his wife's ace.
Concentrate on a subject to the
Some kiss slow,
point of absorption.
Those that don't kiss
The only way to keep a husband is
Underline the important sentenI don't know.
to keep him busted and exhausted.
ces, if you own the book.
Use the dictionary.
A soldier lost his left arm in the
The Seven Wonders of the World
Keep your work up to date.
war, and so his right arm was left.
1. I WONDER where I can get
Keep your notebook for each
His left arm was not left, since it the real stuff.
course
in a business like way.
was cut off and his left arm was
2. I WONDER how he does it
Always quote exactly.
right. If he had lost his right arm on his income.
Always take a notebook to class.
instead of his left, his left arm would
3. I WONDER what they see in
Learn how to use the library.
have been left instead of his right, but each other.
On going to a clossroom take the
that's not right for his right arm
4. I WONDER if she suspects
essential
things—two
sharpened
Wias left and not hia left.
anything.
5. I WONDER where she gets pencils, fountain pen, paper, a watch
that will go, and a sense of humor.
He—Did you make these biscuits her looks.
Don't worry—The Hornet.
with your own little hands?
6. I WONDER if he means busiShe—Yes, why?
ness,
He—I just wondered who lifted
7. I WONDER ho-w far I can go.
them off the stove for you.
A CHAINED COLLEGIAN
He—I'll be Wjaiting for you
Jack and Jill went up the hill
the apartment to-night.
All is grist that comes into the
Upon a moonlight night;
She—Well, keep it dark.
college mill.
Raw freshmen are
When Jack came back,
drawn in, undergo the acid test,
One eye was black
Mother—Stop this nonsense. What are smoother, rolled and finished
His pal, you see, had lied.
did I tell you about my knee?
and turned out as seniors, as nearly
Son—Oh, I don't want to go over identical as possible.
Throughout
Does your radio make an awful that again.
a
prolonged
four-year
period
this
chattering noise?
machine-made product is prepared.
Yes, it's just like one of the fam"Yes sir", said Uncle Rufus, "ef The copy-righted process is no seily.
dey's milk in Paradise dey mus h,ab 3ret. It consists in three easy movecows dere, and ef dey's got honey ments.
First take endless notes,
Then: What, no women? Whaf
dey mus' hab bees, an' whar bees is second memorize them, and third
kind of a party is this?
dey's blossoms, and whar blossoms
Now: What, no party?
What is dey's watermelons, and whar dey nve them back to the professor
letterperfect in the examination.
kind of a woman is this?
is watermelons dey is parties, and And the best parrot wins.
Believe it or not, that is college
The jackass, he are a lovely bird, whar dey is parties dey is ladies,
and whar dey is ladies dey is hades".
He hair are long and thick,
and the machine-made collegian
He are mostly ears and head,
whether or not he is a real "student
Auto Salesman: Let me show you
But a lot of he are kick.
is a question for conjecture.
something new in an automobile?
—The Hornet
Madge: All right, and I'll bet I
Dr. Daniel—This essay on "Our
Dog" is the same as your brother's. can show you a few things, too.
Stude—Yes, Sir.
It's the samo
The number of articles practicalRod: How did you become so
dog.
ly identical to the one taken from
popular overnight?
Rita: I went to a mind reader The Hornet appearing in the colHe—See that fellow taking the
legiate weeklies is surprising. There
and
he squealed on me.
hurdles now?
Well, he'll be our
may still exist a very few colleges
best man in a week.
Lecturer—Out of ten children where the system is as simple as
Jimmy: Is Jane all right in her born of cigarette-smoking mothers, this one, but we are of the opinion
that the most of them have a very
upper story?
six of them are feeble-minded.
Robert: Yes, she necks just as
Co-ed—No woman ought to have limited enrollment, and for the
most have either changed their syswell there as on the ground floor. that many children.

GENTS FURNISHING THAT IS UPTOrDATE
SOCIETY BRAND CLOTHES
NUNN-BUSH SHOES
NO-BELT PAJAMAS
BARRYMORE STYLE SHIRTS
I Have What You Want To Wear
SEE

HOKE SLOAN
An Old Clemson Man Serving Clemson Men

S E VE N T Y - FI FT H

ANNIVERSARY

Measuring the progress
of 75 years
From small shops to vast factories . . .
from blacksmith's forge to six-ton electric
furnaces . . . from Joule's theory of heat
to superheat . . . from guesswork to sci-

•1

ence . . . from waste to economy— these
hint the revolution in industry since 1855.
The growth of Crane Co. through these
years is a significant reflection of the
growth of all industry. From a one-man
shop founded three-quarters of a century
ago, it has grown to a world organization,
meeting in its own factories the power and
production problems that have faced other
manufacturers. Supplying the piping materials that have released power, effected
economies, and increased production
everywhere, it has of necessity met and
solved piping problems as they have
arisen in all industries.
Now in its 75th anniversary year, it serves
all industries with the materials developed,
the knowledge and experience gained. To
engineering students, its customers of the
future, it offers a valuable reference book
and research manual on metal reactions
under high pressure and superheat:
"Pioneering in Science." Write for it.

iCRAN E£
CRANE CO., GENERAL OFFXES: 836 S. MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO
NEW YORK OFFICE: 23 WEST 44TH STREET

Branches and Sales Offices in One Hundred and Ninety Cities

•/
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They
as the year of 1600; that in 1857 6,000,000 forty-watt lamps.
Mississippi fined gin owners and were manufactured by Westingfarmers $200.00 for dumping cot- house.
tonseed in waterways and imposed WORLD'S LARGEST
CONVENTION HALL
another fine for allowing them to
Located on the Boardwalk, with
accumulate near town. Cottonseed
today enters into the making of 150 the Atlantic Ocean for its front
commodities, ranging from roofing yard, the new mammoth Atlantic
City Convention Hall covers an enOn Wednesday January 9, Mr. and explosives to cosmetics and
tire city block, and measures 350
phonograph
records.
Howell Van Blarcom and Mr. John
feet wide by 650 feet deep. It
Gelzer, representatives of the Westhouses
within its walls the world's
inghouse Electric and ManufacturLARGEST TRANSFORMERS
largest
auditorium, an enormous ball,
ing Company were here to interroom,
two
completely equipped theThis will give you an idea of
view the members of the Senior
atrical
stages,
bath houses, and in
class of Electrical and Mechanical the size of the world's largest piece
the
basement,
a
garage for parking
of
electrical
apparatus.
Fifty-six
Engineers.
The purpose of their
visit was to tell the seniors of the freight cars were required to trans- 400 cars. The population of a city
advantages of going with a large port the transformers and parts. of 66,000 people can be comfortably
concern like Westinghouse, and to Each one is 35 feet high and weighs seated in the building and there
select about four members of the approximately 300 tons. More than will still be room to spare.

WESTINGHOUSE
REPRESENTATIVES
ATJLEMSON

senior class to take the graduate
. work in the East Pittsburg plant of
their company.
Each year these representatives
go to about eighty technical colleges to select men to take the
graduate course at the East Pittsburg Plant. This graduate course
consists of practically every division of Eelctrical Engineering.
Among the most important are:
manufacturing sections, test floor
sections, and miany other important
sections. With this practical work
they have lectures that parallel the
work which they are taking at the
time. The graduate students have
all of the best equipment that
Westinghouse has developed.
In the Southeastern division of
the Westinghouse Electrical and
Manufacturing Co. there are between eighteen and twenty Clemson
men, many of whom hold responsible positions.
It was Mr. Howell Vaii Blarcom's first visit to our campus and
lie said that he was impressed with
the school and with the opportunities that this school gives to the
engineering students.
He 's the
Sales Supervisor of the Education
department, East Pittsburg division
of the Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Co.
This year he
is touring the Southern colleges to
select the men for the graduate
work.
Mr. John Gelzer, Southeastern
Industrial Manager, with headquarters in Atlanta, was the other representative. He was a member of
the class of 1904, and has [achieved
such a high distinction that the college conferred on him last June
the honorary degree of Doctor of
Electrical Engineering.
He said
that the school head changed a lot
since he was here but that he was
glad to be able to renew many old
friendships that he had made during his college oareer.
Mr. Gelzer is to make the trip to Clemson
every year to help select the best
men for his company.

INTERESTING FACTS
AND WORLD NEWS
COMMANDER BYRD
Commander Richard E. Byrd has
been awarded the Langley Medal
for aerodromics, it was announced
at the annual meeting of the board
of regents of the Smithsonian Institute, at which the Chancellor,
William Howard Taft, presided.
COLLEGIAN AERO GROUPS
Winner of an Eaglerock Airplane
in a national aviation essay contest, Percy DeF. Warner, law student of New York University, and
an organizer of the school flying
club, hopes to popularize flying
among college students by the formation of non-profit collegian aero
groups. Warner, a student aviator
in i the Naval Air Reserve is 22
years old.
He recently flew his
plane from the Alexander Aircraft
factory at Colorado Springs, Colo.,
sponser of the national contest, to
his home in Nantucket, Mass.
COTTONSEED OIL
In a recent issue of HOLLAND'S,
The magazine of the South, Coleman says that the Chinese burned
cottonseed oil in lamps as far back

three tank cars of oil, or 32,000
gallons, were required to fill each
A NEW MEATL
transformer. The core and coils in
Development of a new metal
each machine contain 63 tons of known as "Konel", which is credlaminations and 15 tons of copper ited with being stronger Lhan any
windings, There are more than 32 other metal at a high temperature
miles of wire in the windings of and which can be used extensively
each. The capacity of these trans- in internal combustion engines and
formers is such that they will be other extremely hot places, has been
able to furnish power to illuminate announced by the Westinghouse

WHAT

\

ARE

Company.
Originally developed as
a substitute for platinum in tho
manufacture of filaments for radio
tubes, the new metal was found to
be harder to forge than steel, and
to he very tough at high temperatures.

FERTILIZER
For every dollar spent for fert
lizer in South Carolina, growers
receive in return $3.60 in increased
value of the crops grown.
This
statement is based on estimates of
3,351 South Carolina farmers who
were personally interviewed, regarding their
experiences,
opinions,
practices, and results from the use
of commercial plant food.
Their
answers developed the fact that
well over half of the total crop of
cotton grown in South Carolina in
1927, for instance, was produced
by fertilizer. This means for cot
ton alone is South Carolina an i:crease in value of $3.95 for each
dollar spent for fertilizer, with similar returns for money spent for

YOUNGER
DOING

WITH

COLLEGE

fertilization of other crops grown
in the state, averaging $3.60 for
all crops.
TID-BITS
There are 348 colleges and universities offering 1419 courses in
Recounting.
The only declining
language is Turkish, which has decreased from thirty to twenty-four
millions. English, which a century
ago was spoken by twenty million
people, is now the language of
two hundred and twenty millions.
"I see," said the King of Egypt
at a dinner given for him by the
King of England, "that you follow
the same policy with regards to
women here as we do in Egypt."
K. George: "Hozat?"
"Why, you keep all the beautiful
ones out of sight."
Man (after being cleaned out in
a poker game) : Well, anyhow, I
won't have to tell my wife about
this.
Eager Chorus: What'll you do.
Man; Nothing, I'm not married.

MEN

WESTINGHOUSE

A. R. NELSON,
Testing Engineer,
Iowa State College, '23

:>?'¥>:-..

H. R. MICHEL,
Engineer of Purchases,
Montana State College,'20

Pi

H. B. MAYNARD,
Superintendent of Production,
Cornell, '23

J. A. WILSON,
Headquarters Sales,
Drexel Institute, '25

The Westinghouse equipped oil-electric
locomotives of the Canadian National
are the most powerful in the world.

I. R. CUMMINGS,
Application Engineer,
University of Illinois,'21

The steam locomotive has a new rival

ATTENTION in railway circles focuses
The engine exhaust is directed through autothis year on a spectacular undertaking
matically regulated economizers that heat the
by the Canadian National Railways—the
coaches and serve as well as mufflers. Control
electrification of certain trains on non-electriis placed at both ends, to enable running in
fied lines.
either direction. Only in a difference in gearOne great oil-electric locomotive is already
ing need the passenger type units differ from
in service. The largest and most powerful of its
those adapted to freight service.
type in the world, this giant electric locomotive
In the development of this locomotive Westthat carries its own generating plant develops
inghouse engineers co-operated with the Rail2660 horsepower, uses only .43 lb. of fuel per
way's own engineers and leading locomotive
horsepower-hour developed at full load, f
manufacturers and frame builders. Every
Many interesting features are incorpo- [ W
year hundreds of important jobs in
rated in its design. The speed and voltage
which electricity is involved are deleof the engine-generators are -wwy
1
gated to Westinghouse, the
automatically controlled by
the power demands.
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TIGERS SHOWING GOOD LAST WEEK
ships will .be decided.
There is
still a chance for all defeats to be
redeemed.
>

SPORTS
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GOAL IN LAST MINUTE f
WINSJEGH GAME t
Clemson 25, Tech 24
t

GOOD START FOR THE NEW YEAR
—EXPERT
WORKMANSHIP—:—
—:—F INEST
MATERIALS—:—
—:—B EST
SERVIC E—:—

DILLARD'S SHOE SHOP

"Down Town"
With only sixteen seconds left to
play, "Doodle" Thomas, crack Tiger
forward, tossed a basket from midTIGERS WIN TWO FROM CONFERENCE OPPONENTS
court to give Clemson a victory
Josh Cody's hardwood floor artists broke into the win over Georgia Tech Saturday night
aKiaaa«irg>aa«iigKi»i^^
column of the Southern Conference basketball race last week 25 to 24.
This same boy Thomas accounted,
IN NINE STATES
when they won successively over the Plainsmen quintet of
for 18 points during the evening
We
have
unusual opportunities for good men in
Auburn and the Tornado five of Georgia Tech. In both games to lead in individual scoring honthe nine Southern States in which we operate.
it was second half play that was responsible for the winning ors. Clarke and Woodruff also did
Old Line Life Insurance with
margin. In the Tech game, the winning point was scored some effective work for the Tigers
Low Cost Guaranteed—Not Estimated
literally in the last seconds of the contest. That old spirit of at the guard positions.
SOUTHEASTERN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
This was the second consecutive
Organized 1005
"never say die, say damn" is prevalent among the Bengal game in which Josh Cody did not
C. O. MIDFORD. President
Southeastern Life BJdg.
basketeers. If it remains, the Tigers shauld be able to turn use a single substitute.
LINE-UP:
in an even more impressive record at the S.I.C. tournament
Greenville, South Carolina
Tech (24)
this season than they did last year, when they eliminated Clemson (25) Pos.
Capital, Surplus and Reserve for protection of policyThomas IS
F
Wilson 4
holders over $3,800,000.00
Georgia Tech and lost to N. C. State by ony one figure.
Jones 5
F
Coker ISlXllrfmiKKlXIKIMMIXIHIHMIMI^MXKtt
i
Crain 2
C
Perkins
SPIRIT OP GEORGIA AGGIES
BLUE MONDAY FOR TIGERS
Clarke
G
Tate
It is true that in almost every
Woodruff
G
Warner 1
Last
Monday
was
a
hard
day
on
fight last Saturday night the hoys
from the "Cracker State" were the two Tiger athletic teams as
clearly outclassed.
However, even they both performed and were deTeacher: What do they raise in
though they were fighting a losing feated on foreign soil. The Cody Paris?
game, they never gave u.p the ship. cagemen went down before Sewanee
Tatters: Hell.
CLEANING
and
PRESSING
Each scrapper took his punishment, by a narrow margin. Guyon's mitsome of which was indeed stiff, with men met defeat at the 'fists of the
What is your full name and
a smile and always attempted a Green Wave leather pushers of Tu- what's the reason?
comeback. They were undoubtedly lane. Both Yellow Peril outfits had
"David Schmitt, and there's lots
possessors of that quality known as chalked up wins on the previous of reason for it.
—perhaps "abdominal contents" is Saturday. The season is still young
Bad day for the race, isn't it?
ia good term, or should I say "vis- in both boxing and basketball. Many
What race?
ceral organs" or "intestinal integri- things can happen between now
laMBaMMMMHKBaHKragrer^^
The White Race.
ty". In other words, the Georgians and the time when the championwere blessed with an over-abundance of — you know what I mean.
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GLIFF CRAWFORD

NEW MATERIAL ON
BOXING TEAM
By the way, the Big Indian trotted
out a mighty good looking bunch of
Pugs lafet Saturday.
One of the
most noticable features of the aggregation is that such a large number
of the individuals are virtually beginners.
Several of them madt.
their first attempt at the art of
scientific defense last year during
the ■inter-'battaliton contests thait
were promoted by Oapt. Johnson
of the Military Department. This
is great evidence of the truth of
the much stated, theory that quite
frequently the best athletes never
don a uniform.
FIGHTS
IN BOXING MATCH
The person or persons who were
responsible for the extra fightb
that were staged after the main
series of bouts on the card last
Saturday night should be congratulated for originating an idea that
would add much to future contests.
Clemson now has a new and comfortable muscle mill in which to
stage her indoor contests. Doubtlessly, many people from the neighboring towns will come to visit the
struggles that were formerly so
poorly attended.
These
people
should he shown all that Tigertown
can present. Then too, quite often
there are men who for various
reasons do not take part in the
main 'bouts of the seven weight
classes and who might benefit
greatly by appearing in an extra
match coming after the headline
series. The three extra events last
"Wash night" were among the
most interesting of the evening.
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EXTRA

FLINT RHEM TO TRY
THE MAJORS AGAIM
It is with great interest that
Clemson students learn that Flin\
Rhem is to get another chance at
the pitching staff of the St. Louis
Cardinals. The former Tiger hurier has the goods, and it is believed
that he will display his wares this
spring to the satisfaction of the
Bird manager.

"TOE HORIi: AWAITS WITHOUT
m\sm Lotti) EiuzzLEBUirr
"If you ask me," replied Aletia coldly, "you seem to have
brought the hoarse in with you. The hoarseness of your
voice repels me, sir! If you wish me to go buggy-riding
with you, you'd better change to OLD GOLDS.
"When my heart leaves me, it will go to the man who
smokes this queen-leaf cigarette. There's not a throatscratch in a trillion."
) P. L. Co.

FASTEST GROWING CIGAaETTE IN HISTORY.. .NOT A COUGH IN A CARLOAD
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